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hen left Glens group spent year working for Lytton Indus

tries on the ground control system supporting precursor to skylab

Then went to conference that was being held up in San Francisco

It was the Fall Joint Computer Conference This particular conference

was very very special for me and for lot of people because there

was an hour and half session in which Douglas Engelbart from the

Augmentation Research Center at SRI in Menlo Park California gave

live video demonstration of highly interactive computer graphics

and computer text manipulation system that had been developed at

SRI went to that particular session not knowing what to expect and

was completely blown away happened to find afterward the partic

ular person who seemed to be in charge technically his name was Bill

English cornered him and said This is really nifty
and think can

help you And he said Were looking for few good men Why
dont you come by The next week went by and the personnel de

partment said No we have no openings said Wrong Im going

to sit here until Bill English comes to talk to me was fairly bold in

those days And he did They hired me and it was the beginning of

sevenyear effort on my part
at SRI with Doug Engelbart great

many of the concepts that people now think of as commonplace like

the mouse and multiple windows editing across windows integrated

text and graphicsall those things originated from my point of view

from Doug and his group at SRI

Id like to introduce Doug Engelbart and his perspective of the last

20 years or so
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186 The Augmented Knowledge Workshop

Doug Engelbart is pioneer in the design of modern inter

active computer environments He holds the patent on the

mouse created the first twodimensional editing system
and was the first to demonstrate such things as the use

of remote procedure protocols mixed textgraphics and

shared screen viewing

Doug holds BS in EE from Oregon State University

and PhD in Electrical Engineering from the University

of California at Berkeley His career has led him from the

US Navy as an electronics technician to sh Ames

Research Laboratory and then to Stanford Research Insti

tute now SRI International where he led the team that

designed and built the NLS Augmented Knowledge

Workshop
From January 1977 to March 1984 Doug was Senior

Scientist at Inc Cupertino California In 1984

Tymshare was acquired by McDonnell Douglas Doug con
tinues as Senior Scientist in the Information Systems

Group promoting the type of integratedsystem architec

ture conceived and implemented by him at SRI Interna

tional
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Introduction

The
story

of my involvement with online workstations begins in early

1951 with vision and lifetime professional commitment Over 34

years of pursuit have created lot of personal history and the object

of this historical exercise the workstation occupies unique place in

it

For me workstation is the portal into persons augmented

knowledge workshopthe place in which he finds the data and tools

with which he does his knowledge work and through which he collab

orates with similarly equipped workers consider that the large sys
tem of concepts skills knowledge and methods on the human side

of the workstation has to be taken into account in balanced way
when pursuing increased human effectiveness So my workstation

history story embraces rather large sphere
The task of writing an historical piece is unfamiliar enough to

cause me difficulty by itself but the associated stirring of old records

and old memories has added nearly overwhelming burden of

dreams events people stresses pleasures disappointments the

firsts and the failures Now what from all of this and how to organize

it will make an appropriate history paper could provide solid

measure of objective reportingevents and dates have been an in

volved observer of related computer history since 1951 watched and

experienced how the supportive hardware languages and architec

ture evolved witnessed the people and efforts that brought timeshar

ing into being and was even more closely involved with the

emergence of computer networks Through all of this was wholly

focused on what these things could do for people at workstations And

then there was office automation and personal computers you dont

have to be an old guy to have watched these emerge but Im sure they

looked different to me than to most

could also provide lots of objective reporting about the events

and dates associated with the things have caused or had direct hand

in There seems to be lot there that is quite relevant to this history
of the workstation theme It was dusty laborious work this process

of brainstorming for candidates culling
and ordering and trying to de

scribe them in some reasonable sequence and context But what came
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to realize is that there is one clearly dominant factor that underlies

essentially every cause for any uniqueness that might list for historical

record It isnt technology it isnt science and it isnt marketing

or business model And am going to give it dominant coverage in this

paper It is what call my Framework My Framework is based upon
an intuitive conviction implanted in my head apparently perma
nently over 30 years ago that the gains in human knowledgework

capability that we will achieve by properly harnessing this new tech

nology will be very large Metaphorically see the augmented organi

zation or institution of the future as changing not as an organism

merely to be bigger and faster snail but to achieve such new levels

of sensory capability speed power and coordination as to become

new speciesa cat

Based upon this conviction about huge potential gains for man
kind my Framework explains for me generally where such gains are

going to come from and provides strategic principles that can help

guide conscious pursuit of these gains

Genesis

was several years out of school possessing BS in electrical engi

neering and two years experience during World War II halfway

through college as an electronics technician was doing oddjob elec

trical engineering work at Ames Research Laboratory in Mountain

View California with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronau

tics NACA forerunner of NASA For several months had been de

voting most of my spare time to searching for professional goals for

some reason wanted to invest the rest of my heretofore aimless career

toward making the most difference in improving the lot of the human

race

had initially dashed off in many fanciful directions but yet man
aged enough interludes of reasonably sober thinking to build up some

useful strategic generalizations Retreading myself professionally to

become proficient and then
extraordinarily productive in some new

field wasnt worth considering without significantly attractive sce

nario embedded in reasonably structured
strategic

framework The

highpayoff scenarios all seemed to involve
creating or joining some

thing that however disguised would essentially be crusade Cru

sades have many strikes against them at the outset In particular they

dont connect to normal source of government or business revenue

They dont have nice organizational frameworks You cant go out on

the streets and expect to find financial production or marketing vice

presidents interested in the crusade Moreover even if you accomplish

the sweeping change that is the ultimate objective chances are that in
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this very complex world the side effects might be bad enough to make

you wish you hadnt tried

Suddenly up through all of this delightful youthful abstraction

bobbed the following clear realization The complexity of the human

situation was steadily increasing not only that but its rate of increase

was increasing Along with the increasing complexity had come gen
eral increase in the urgency associated with the more critical problems
If one invented measure for each of thesecomplexity and urgency
then for given problem the product of its complexity times its ur

gency would represent fair measure of the difficulty mankind would

find in dealing with that problem

FLASHi The difficulty of mankinds problems was increasing

at
greater rate than our ability to cope We are in trouble

FLASH2 Boosting mankinds ability to deal with complex ur

gent problems would be an attractive candidate as an arena in

which young person might try to make the most difference

Yes but theres that question of what does the young electrical

engineer do about it Retread for role as educator research

psychologist legislator Is there any handle there that an

electrical engineer could

FLASH3 Ahahgraphic vision surges forth of me sitting at

large CRT console working in ways that are rapidly evolving

in front of my eyes beginning from memories of the radar

screen consoles used to service

The imagery of FLASH3 evolved within few days to general

information environment where the basic concept was document that

would include mixed text and graphic portrayals on the CRT The im

agery carried on to extensions of the symbology and methodology that

we humans could employ to do our heavy thinking There were also

images of other people at consoles attached to the same computer com
plex simultaneously working in collaboration mode that would be

much closer and more effective than we had ever been able to accom

plish

Within weeks had committed my career to augmenting the hu
man intellect In few months left the NACA and enrolled as

graduate student at UC Berkeley where Professor Paul Morton had

started computer science activity although it would be many years

before universities began calling it that He was several years along in

developing the California Digital Computer CALDIC
Within few years had to accept the fact that research on any

kind of interactive computer applications would not provide me with

program acceptable to the university community for PhD and later
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faculty pursuit So settled for something else got my PhD and

went to Stanford Research Institute SRI where hoped ultimately to

promote support for an augmentation program

FRAMEWORK

That was 1957 By 1959 was lucky enough to
get

small grant from

the Air Force Office of Scientific Research AFOSR from Harold Woos
ter and Rowena Swanson that carried me for several yearsnot

enough for my fulltime work but by 1960 SRI began pitching in the

difference

It was remarkably slow and sweaty work first tried to find close

relevance within established disciplines For while thought that the

emergent Al field might provide me with an overlap of mutual interest

But in each case found that the people would talk with would imme
diately translate my admittedly strange for the times statements of

purpose and possibility into their own disciplines framework When

rephrased and discussed from those other perceptions the augmen
tation pictures were remarkably pallid and limited compared to the

images that were driving me
For example gave paper in 1960 at the annual meeting of the

American Documentation Institute outlining the probable effects of

future personalsupport use of computers discussed how focus on

personal support would change the role of their future systems and

how such change would enable more effective roles for the documen

tation and information Q1h received no response at all at the

meeting One reviewer gave very hohum description of the paper

as the discussion of yet another personal retrieval system Later

during visit to highcaliber research outfit an informationretrieval

researcher got very hot under the collar because wouldnt accept his

perception that all that the personaluse augmentation support was

projecting amounted to pure and simple was matter of information

retrievaland why didnt just join their forefront problem pursuits

and stop setting myself apart
Then discovered

great
little RAND

report written by Kennedy
and 2h described my situation marvelously and recommended

solution Their thesis was that when launching project
of inter

or newdiscipline nature the researcher would encounter consistent

problems in approaching people in established disciplines They
wouldnt perceive your formulations and goals as relevant and they

would become disputative on the apparent basis that your positions

were contrary to accepted knowledge or methods The trouble said

these authors was that each established discipline
has its own con

ceptual framework The enculturation of young professionals
with

their
disciplines framework begins in their first year of professional
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school Without such framework tailored for the goals values and

general environment of the respective discipline there could be no ef

fective collaborative work Furthermore if such conceptual frame

work did not already exist for new type of research then before

effective research should be attempted an appropriate unique frame

work needs to be created They called this frameworkcreation process

the Search Phase
So realized that had to develop an appropriate conceptual

framework for the augmentation pursuit that was hooked on That

search phase was not only very sweaty but very lonely In 1962

published an SRI report entitled Augmenting Human Intellect

Conceptual 3h the considerable help of Rowena

Swanson this was condensed into chapter of book published in

1963 can appreciate
that these framework documents appear to

many others as unusably general and vague But for me the concepts

principles and
strategies

embodied in that framework look better and

better every year The genesis of most of what was and is unique about

the products of the augmentation work can be traced back to this

framework which Ill return to later with fuller description

PROGRAM SUPPORT

submitted many proposals before
getting support to pursue the aug

mentation program outlined in the Framework report Among the

stream of
politely phrased regrets there was one that in contrast to

todays environment can provide useful perspective on the environ

ment of 1961 Four highquality civilian experts had been enlisted by

one agency as sitevisit teama brain researcher psychologist and

computer expertand for me it was very enjoyable days dialog

But the subsequent letter from the agency informed me regretfully that

paraphrased since your interesting research would require ex

ceptionally advanced programming support and since your Palo Alto

area is so far from the centers of computer expertise we dont think

that you could staff your project adequately

When Licklider Lick came from Cambridge to take

over ARPAs newly formed Information Processing Techniques Office

IPTO in late 1962 was figuratively standing at the door with the

Conceptual Framework report
and proposal There the unlucky

fellow was having advertised that mancomputer symbiosis com

puter timesharing and mancomputer interfaces were the new direc

tions How could he in reasonable consistency turn this down even if

it was way out there in Menlo Park

Lick moved very swiftly By early 1963 we had funded project

But whereas had proposed using local computer and building an

interactive workstation Lick asked us instead to connect display to
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the System Development Corporations SDCs ANFSQ32 computer
on site in Santa Monica to do our experimenting under the Q32s pro
jected new timesharing system Converting the Q32 to be time

shared machine was SDCs IPTO project

Later that year our project was modified to include an online data

link from Menlo Park to Santa Monica with CDC 160A minicomputer

at our end for communication manager supporting our smalldisplay

workstation For various reasons not uncommon in pioneering ven

tures that first year was very unproductive relative to the purposes

and plan of our project Lick was willing to put some more

into the direct goal more or less as originally proposed but the sup
port level he could offer wasnt enough to pay for both small research

staff and some interactive computer support Mind you the CDC
160A which was the only commercially suitable minicomputer that we

knew of even though having only 8K of 12bit words and running

at about microseconds per instruction cost well over 100000 1963

dollars It had paper tape in and out if the system crashed you had

to load the application program from paper tape and the most recent

dump of your working file paper tape before you could continue

crude industrystandard Flexowriter online typewriter could be

driven otherwise it was paper tape in and out

What saved my program from extinction then was the arrival of

an outoftheblue support offer from Bob Taylor who at that time was

psychologist working at NASA headquarters had visited him

months before leaving copies of the Framework report and our pro
posal had been unaware that meanwhile he had been seeking funds

and contracting channel to provide some support The combined

ARPA and NASA support enabled us to equip ourselves and begin

developing Version of what evolved into the NLS and AUGMENT
systems Paul Fuhrmeister and later Eugene Gribble of NASAs Lang

ley Research Center had to stick out their necks as successive heads

of Langleys large computational division to support the direction and

supervise NASAs support for our which continued several

years alter Taylor left NASA to join ARPAs IPTO office

Our ARPA support grew and was fostered by Licks successors

Ivan Sutherland Bob Taylor and Larry Roberts Meanwhile the Air

Forces Rome Air Development Center at Rome New York began to

supply supporting funds By 1967 it was recognized that the respec

tive contributions from ARPA NASA and RADC represented signifi

cant parts of coordinated program The other agencies began

funneling their funds through RADC which served for many years to

both monitor and manage our contracts as well as provide their own

significant share of support funds John McNamara and Duane Stone

provided strong support and contract liaison from RADC
NASA support ended by 1969 and ARPA and RADC provided
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significant support until 1977 although from 1974 the funding became

even more for supporting applications and developments for other or

ganizations for targets formulated by others eg the National Soft

ware Works The continuing pursuit of augmentation along my
strategic vector virtually stopped

The Augmentation Research Center ARC
An historically important organizational cluster emerged at Stanford

Research Institute in the 1960s peaked about 1974 and was scattered

in 1977with small core carrying
forth in commercial and then

industrial environment to the present It grew by ones and twos from

1963 as it collected permanent members from the SRI technical

staff and recruited new ones from the outside By 1969 believe we

were about 18 strong this grew steadily until by 1976 we totalled about

45 In 1973 we made two explicit subgroups one headed by Dick Wat
son doing development of software and some hardware and one

headed by Jim Norton handling operations and
applications support

SRI was organized by divisions each containing group of labora

tories the hierarchy being formed according to the associated disci

plines ARC grew to laboratory size and status but it became

something of problem for SRI Other laboratories at least in science

and engineering operated more or less as farmers market where

small and changing clusters of researchers promoted and conducted

research projects as loose federation The management structure

budgeting accounting and financing for the Institute had evolved to

support this kind of business But ARC was driven by coherent long
term pursuit This involved the continuing evolution of an everlarger

and more sophisticated system of hardware and software It also came

to involve delivering solid support service to outside clients to provide

meaningful environments for learning about the allimportant process

of coevolution between the humansystem and toolsystem compo
nents of our organizations as per my conceptual framework

It didnt seem unreasonable to me to pursue this course things

similar and on grander scale are common for other researchers It is

taken for granted for example that funding agencies will build and

operate accelerators and observatories in support of research in nuclear

physics and astronomy or will outfit ships and airplanes to support

research expeditions But whatever my perception there were some

significant problems and stresses with which our overall environment

didnt have effective ways to cope In the particular dynamics in

volved there were probably seven relevant parties me the ARC staff

other SRI researchers SRI management and administration ARCs

sponsors ARCs
utilityservice clients and other groups of researchers

outside of SRI It would be an interesting
historical study to try to un
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derstand the diversity of perception that must have existed among this

set of players What did the different parties perceive for the future of

workstations for the range of function and application that would

come about for the systems architectures and standards that must

emerge and for the impact on the organizations that learned how to

harness these most successfully

Even as central party in what happened Ive not understood the

dynamics But am pretty sure that disparities among the perceptions

of all of the above parties had major part in what to me was the

great collapse of SRIARC Even if had done everything right over

the years laughable hypothesis it is now fairly clear to me that it

isnt the markets fault if someone fails in trying to sell it something

that the market isnt ready for In other words cant blame those

other groups Which of course makes for personal problem since

during those times of black discouragement when one wants desper

ately to blame someone there is only one candidatethat guy at the

head of the list

In 1977 SRI judged it better to move our largesystem develop

ment and externalservice activities out from the research institute en
vironment and into suitable commercial environment They

advertised entertained prospective bidders made selection and ne
gotiated transfer of the business to Tymshare Inc of Cupertino
California The system was renamed AUGMENT and marketed as

part of Tymshares integrated Office Automation services In 1984

McDonnell Douglas Corporation acquired Tymshare and the small

AUGMENT business is now operated as the Augmentation Systems

Division of the Computer Systems Company within the MDC Informa

tion Systems Group

SOME OF ARCS EARLY PRODUCTS1964 TO 1968

Lets take look at some of the actual experiments we tried during the

years from 1964 to 1968 at SRI Around 1964 we got off the 0A
system which in fact we were using as personal system This was

our first real standalone machine

Screen Selection Tests and the Mouse
In those days the cost of getting display systems to work was very

high My strategic plan under the abovementioned framework was to

skip the thenprevalent interactive typewriters and focus from the out

set on displays My assumption was that there is great deal to learn

about how to harness highly interactive display capability and by the

time we really learned how the prices would be down considerably

We wanted to start early experimenting with screen selection The

idea of working and interacting very actively
with the

display meant
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FIGUREIQworkstation

at which we

experimented with

selection devices

that we had to tell the computer what we were looking at so we
needed screen selection device There was lot of argument about

light pens and tracking balls in those days but none of those argu
ments served our needs very directly wanted to find the best thing

that would serve us in the context in which we wanted to worktext

and structured items and interactive commands

The context was important So we set up computercontrolled ex

periments oriented to our working mode where we assumed that pur
poseful knowledge workers would be spending significant portion

of their time writing studying analyzing and even debugging We
collected set of candidate screenselection devices to test We did our

experiments with our one workstation of that period which is shown

in Fig together with one of our test devices In trying to be complete

about the array of test devices dug up some old notes of mine de
scribing possibility that eventually turned into the very first mouse

Fig The tests were carefully run and we even integrated selection

errors and their correction penalties in evaluating the goodness of

device The experiments and their results were fully 5h
later described in 6h graph in Fig is representative of our

results

The mouse consistently beat out the other devices for fast accu

rate screen selection in our working context For some months we left

the other devices attached to the workstation so that user could use

the device of his choice but when it became clear that everyone chose

to use the mouse we abandoned the other devices
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FIGURE
Bottom of wooden

mouse one of the

first selection

devices

FIGURE
Cursorselect test

graph comparing
various selection

devices

No one is quite sure why it got named mouse or who first

started using that name None of us would have thought that the name
would have stayed with it out into the world but the thing that none

of us would have believed either was how long it would take for it to

find its way out there

We also experimented with way to move your knee up and

down or swing it sideways to move the cursor so you could keep your

hands on the keyboard Fig also built something that allowed one

to control the cursor movement by rotating your head for sideways

cursor control or nodding your head up or down for vertical cursor

control This nosepointing control of the cursor left both hands free
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FIGURE
An experimental

knee control device

to operate the keyboard In each case some muscles would cramp up
Really in almost any of these cases you can get

used to things like

that sure there are lot of things to explore in the future about

what is going to work best for interfacing so that you can tell the com
puter to which objects on the screen you want to direct its attention

However we had many things to do so it was diminishing return

for us to pursue these alternative devices we stayed with the mouse
have always assumed though that something better than the mouse

is likely to emerge once the user market becomes more adventurous in

exploring the means to higher performance

OUR USER COMPUTER AND DISPLAY SYSTEM CIRCA 1968

The first timesharing system we got was an SDS94O We considered

number of alternative ways to provide ourselves with flexible re

sponsive display system and finally designed our own The computer
and

display drivers timeshared their attention among multiple 5inch

CRTs which happened to be the most economical size for given per

centage of screen resolution In front of each CRT we added commer

cial highquality video camera mounted with light shroud over the

camera lens and CRT screen Fig The resulting video signal ampli
fied and piped out to our laboratory drove the video monitors that

were our workstation displays Two display generators each driving

up to eight CRTs implemented with vacuumtube technology were

both bulky Fig and very costly It took one and half people to

keep those things running all of the time The strokegenerated charac

ters and vector graphics allowed us to have flexible mixed text and
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FIGURE
Our early computer
set up with 5inch

CRTs

graphic document presentations The display generators were driven

from directmemoryaccess channel that provided very fast ie one

refreshcycle time creation of new display image Figure is picture

of one of our workstationsthe TV monitor with little wooden table

we made and keyboard and mouse and keyset

We explicitly designed for detached keyboard My workstation

design philosophy was to fix it so what you are looking at is positioned

for best viewing and the devices you use to control the computer
should be located where it is best for you to operate them Dont get

caught in the anachronism that because we got used to paper and pen
cil and that technology we ought to be able to have our controls right

FIGURE
The Augmentation

Project display

system



FIGURE
Basic workstation

table with keyset
detached keyboard

mouse and

separate monitor
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FIGURE
Brick writing
device

on the surface of the thing that were working on It may end up that

that way is best but dont make an priori assumption So we didnt

One way of explaining to somebody why it could make signifi

cant difference if you can do things faster is to provide counter exam

ple So had them write with brick taped to their pencil Fig
because its only matter of happenstance that the scale of our body
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and our tools and such lets us write as fast as we can What if it were

slow and tedious to write person doesnt have to work that way

very long before starting to realize that our academic work our

booksa great deal would change in our world if thats how hard it

had been to write

What if you speed it up The keyset shown in Fig in combina

tion with the mouse provides twohanded higherspeed option

When you strike chord the computer interprets it as character

not really distinguishing between characters generated by keyset or

keyboard Our chordcharacter code binary counting scheme

mapped to the alphabet is not really very difficult my sixyear old

kids took less than week to learn it At SRI we had project in

the
early 1960s to experiment with computeraided psychomotor skill

training and we used this keyset skill for the very first thing to be

learned The experiment blew up because everybody learned it so fast

we couldnt differentiate between those who did and those who didnt

have special computer aids

Figure 10 is sort of the picture that think about when Im told

that weve got to make it easy to learn Tricycles are easy to learn and

natural to use no hard balancing problems How much is it worth

to you to extend your mobility few hours of learning to balance on

two wheels

By 1968 had workstation like the one in Fig 11 in my office

and just started living on it In our lab we had six to ten more
timeshared among our group The whole feeling was great It was

very very interesting sort of activity in those days Who says we didnt

do workstation research This one our Yoga Workstation Fig 12

with Bill Duval got to be one of the favorites for some reason This is

what you saw all the time people sitting there in their twohanded

working mode occasionally switching to type on keyboard

Figure 13 shows Bill English with workstation made for us by
the Herman Miller office furniture company who were trying to experi

ment with us This little console swivelled on one of the chairs and

FIGURE

Keyset input device



FIGURE 10

TrikeBike

FIGURE 11

Dougs office

workstation

replicated 10 times

in the lab
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went where you went you could lean back and work with it very

nicely wanted to show this workstation and Bill English who de
serves an immense amount of credit for getting things to work

waved my hands and pointed and somehow didn make much prog
ress But Bill really made things work in those days so owe him

lot
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FIGURE 12

Yoga workstation

Bill Duval is pictured

here

By 1968 we had marvelous system We called it NLS later AUG
MENT NLS stood for online system in contrast to

system which we dubbed just to have different acronyms
few people would come and visit us but we didnt seem to be

getting

the type of general interest that expected was looking for better

way to show people so we took an immense risk and applied for

special session at the ACMIEEE CS Fall Joint Computer Conference

in San Francisco in December 1968

We set up to give an online presentation using video projector

pointing at 20foot screen Brooks Hall is large auditorium and that

FIGURE 13

Bill English at our

Herman Miller

designed

workstation

OUR BIG SHOWTHE 1968 FALL JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE
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video projector could put up our display images so you could read

them easily from up in the balcony Fig 14 The video
projector we

rented built by Swiss company Eidophor used highintensity pro
jection lamp whose light was modulated by thin film of oil which in

turn was modulated by the video signal On the right side of the stage

sat at our Herman Miller console We set up folding screen as

back drop behind me saw the same image on my workstation screen

there as was projected for the audience to see

We built special electronics that picked up the control inputs from

my mouse keyset and keyboard and piped them down to SRI over

telephone hookup We leased two microwave lines up from our labora

tory in SRI roughly 30 miles It took two additional antennas on the

roof at SRI four more on truck up on Skyline Boulevard and two

on the roof of the conference center It cost moneyrunning that video

projector and getting people to help us do all of that cost money

making the special IO cost money and leveraging special remote

presentation technology on top of our advanced developmental labo

ratory technology created extra riskand was using research money
The nice people at ARPA and NASA who were funding us effectively

had to say Dont tell me because if this had flopped we would

have gotten in trouble But anyway it worked and the main reason

was because of Bill Englishs genius for making things work

Back in our lab we dismantled number of the display units in

our display system so that we could use the cameras in San Francisco

and SRI We borrowed few tripods and got some extra people to be

FIGURE 14

Auditorium of the

ACMIEEECS Fall

Joint Computer

Conference

December 1968
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camera people One of our friends Stuart Brand who was at that time

working on his first Whole Earth Catalog helped as well So it was really

group project there were about 17 of us
On my console on the stage there was camera mounted that

caught my face Another camera mounted overhead looked down on

the workstation controls In the back of the room Bill English con

trolled use of these two video signals as well as the two video
signals

coming up from SRI that could bring either camera or computer video

Bill could select any of these four video images with optional mixing

and frame splitting We had an intercom that allowed him to direct the

action of the people in our lab at SRI who were generating computer

images or handling the cameras sending the video up from SRI

We didnt use any specially made system capabilities we were

just using NLS the way it worked at that time It had mixed text and

graphics so we could use those to display and represent things We
had the agenda in NLS and we could run different parts and show

diagrams we could do things as examples So it was mix of things

of heres the script and stuff to tell you about and heres the way it

runs we could also bring other display screens or faces from our SRI

lab in and out on the screen At that time we firmly imagined that this

was the way future conferences would be run

We could do screen splitting Figure 15 shows the agenda list with

little marker to show that Im between two particular items In Fig

16 make temporary shopping list This was the beginning of our

demonstrating ways of structuring ideas The NLS system supported

the user in getting the list organized into categories

We wanted to show how the mouse works The projected video

showed Don Andrews controlling cursor from our SRI laboratory by

FIGURE 15

Still frame from the

FICC 68 Split screen

with Doug on the Qh
right and demo

agenda on the left eosrpc
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FIGURE 16

The text is now an

unstructured

shopping list

moving his mouse around The superimposed video image of the dis

play screen showed that the cursor would follow it exactly to show

how the wheels worked Remember this was 1968the first
public

appearance of mouse could also show how the simultaneous use

of mouse and keyset worked in such way that the audience could

watch my hands in the lower window and see the computer action in

the upper window

Then we brought in Jeff Rulifson to tell about how the software

works Fig 17 At the same time his face could be brought in and out

FIGURE 17

Jeff Rulifson can be

seen on the screen

mixed in behind code

of procedure
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FIGURE 18

Jeffs keyset and

hand behind some

lines of text

behind the display image that he was working with demonstrating

NLSs power for working with very explicitly structured software He

showed graphical diagrams that were embedded in the sourcecode

documentation During Jeffs presentation Bill English brought the

picture from laboratory camera that caught the view Fig 18 of Jeffs

keyset operation as he was manipulating his demonstration images
unconscious and unhurrieda nice way to show the fluid speed of

fered by combined mouse and keyset use

Toward the end we also showed that we could cut hole in

the screen and see Bill Paxtons face from SRI Fig 19 For the compu
terdisplay part of the screen we could switch back and forth between

his work and mine and we could also switch which of us was control

ling all of this

The associated FJCC publication about Q7 other relevant

references are listed at the end of this paper

Note Engelbarts colleagues Bill English Charles Irby Jeff

Rulifson Bill Duval and Bill Paxtonall found themselves at Xerox

PARC in the 1970s creating personal workstation that embodied

these ideas

NLS ENHANCEMENTSINTO THE MID1970s

You cant imagine the relief when it worked It went on for 90 minutes

and afterward we thought for sure that the world would be talking

about everybody starting to augment now Well it didnt happen but

we went ahead anyway want to discuss few of the things we did
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FIGURE 19

View of text retrieval

with image of Bill

Paxton in

background

physically to the system after that and then go into some of the con

ceptual framework

1969

We began design of windowing capability for NLS

We developed concept of user reaching through his per
sonal work place ie his familiar online working files and ap
plication programs to access less basic specialized data and

application processes and other people that is the reach

through should provide access to these translated by the inte

grated support system so as to appear as coherent parts of his

familiar personal work place

We specified our first mail and Journal system as part of an

explicit pursuit of Dialog Support System planning for it

to be part of our ARPANETNIC service

We developed documentoutputting capability processing

our composite textgraphic document files to drive service

bureau CRTbased fullpage StrombergCarlson photo printer

to produce documentation with graphics and text mixed on

the same pages

We became the second host on the ARPANET with our SDS 940

UCLA was first UCSB next then the University of Utah

then

19708

Detailed use of NLS began for internal management processes

of ARC cost records working forecasts purchase requisi

tions and so on
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We began using the ARPANET to facilitate our reprogramming
of NLS for the forthcoming PDP10 TENEX The University of

Utah had TENEX on the network and we used NLS on the

940 to write our new PDP10 code using our treemeta com
piler we developed crosscompiler for our 940 that produced
PDP10 relocatable binary code We would ship that over the

net for loading and debugging on Utahs TENEX When the two

computers and the intervening network link were all working

properly lots of flat tires as in the early days of automobiles

our programmers would do all of this back and forth tran

sitioning through the same workstation think that it was

not only recordmaking way of working but the NLS trans

port task was accomplished in remarkably short time we attrib

uted
part

of the efficiency to the network and
part

to the use

of NLS
We brought NLS up on the PDP10 TENEX with improved and

new features including multiple windows The transfer process

and detailed description of the design changes and new fea

tures for NLS are described in June 1971 technical 9S
We began using our MailJournal system within our group Inte

grated into NLS this assumed that mail item was docu

ment so any part
of all of an NLS document could be sent

and provided for permanent record in explicitly retrievable

form our Journal As an electronicmail system this was quite

advanced It had directory service our Ident System to pro
vide mailrelevant information about registered users mail dis

tribution was addressed by peoples Idents with no need to

know or specify which host they used Fields were provided for

superceding other items and for attaching keywords An on
line index was provided for stored Q1S

1972

We began developing our first integrated Help system

We formulated the Architecture implemented in

Q1Q1S
We implemented the sharedscreen televiewing mode of on
line collaboration between two or more NLS Q12S

1973

We brought up table subsystem in NLS

We designed our first totally modular user interface system as

later described in the OAC 82 13h got it running on
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PDP11 that talked to our TENEX through the network via our

procedure call protocol

We developed our line processor as described by Don An
Q1Q4 incorporated Intels first microprocessor the 4004
in special box that was inserted in the communication line be

tween dumb display terminal and modem This made use

of our virtual terminal protocols and managed multiwindow

twodimensional screen using offtheshelf dumb display

terminals Our mouse and keyset input devices were plugged

into the line processor which appropriately translated their ac
tions to control cursor position and special communications to

the host printer port on the lineprocessor provided local

printout service special communication protocol allowed the

host to send printer packets mixed in with displaysupport

packets

We finalized specification for our network virtual terminal

something that has become key part of our architecture The

objective on the one hand was to free the
application program

mers from worrying about the special features of different

workstations and on the other hand to enable more flexible

evolution by users of workstations they may adopt to fit partic

ular needs As part of this there was terminalindependent

display manipulation protocol for communication from appli

cation program to terminal and an application independent in

put protocol for communicating from terminal to application

program

We generalized the file structure of our document files to pro
vide for generalized property structures associated with each

addressable object intended to accommodate composite integra

tion of such as graphics digitized speech scancoded images
or any other arbitrary data form

1974

We gave up our highperformance local display system for the

lineprocessor supported remote display systemto make

ourselves live with the same remote services as our NIC clients

and Utility customers On principle we gave up our inte

grated directview graphics and the fast response of our direct

memoryaccess local display generator

We opened our Workshop Utility Service Delivering NLS

service over the ARPANET to DOD customers as pilot applica

tions of office information service We had gone out on bid for
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FIGURE 20

Bob Belleville at Tek

graphic workstation

1975

commercial timesharing services selected Tymshare Inc of

Cupertino Calif their host named Officei provided the com

puter service We fielded special trainers and application de

velopment staffs and cultivated special customer representatives

into spirited community

We implemented our new integrated graphics system which

could support remote display and manipulation of illustrative

graphics on Tektronix 4014 storagetube display plugged into

the lineprocessors printer port Figure 20 shows the graphic

station setup used for development in our lab Bob Belleville to

the right in the picture developed this new graphics soft

ware He subsequently went to Xerox and helped them with

the Star hardware and then was the project manager for the

Apple MacIntosh

In 1973 we had generalized our file structure with provision for

attributevalue property structures associated with each hierarchic

node We could then embed arbitrary
data objects in our documents

The first utilization was to reinstate embedded graphics extending our

hierarchical list structure and its pointers to the text objects with for

example an associated pointer on one of the text objects to graphic

substructure for the associated illustration The users concept would

be shown in an associated documentpage image We assumed that

soon we would be using digitized speech strings and executable object

code as part of our composite documents And some day when stor

age would be cheaper we would even be embedding scanned images

An illustration produced as plotterdriver file by any other

graphics system could be picked up and attached to specified location

in an NLS document and could be subsequently viewed and modified
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with the NLS Graphics Subsystem Figure 21 shows two such in
gested illustrations as viewed in two adjacent NLS graphic win

dows Our use was oriented toward illustrative graphics and we
had reasonably complete set of capabilities for construction and ma

By this time we had welldeveloped Output Processor our
document compiler which acted upon large vocabulary of

embeddedtext directives to provide font selection columnation run

ning headers and footers and much Q16h conjunction with the

Graphics Subsystem the Output Processor was enhanced so that

user could direct that properly scaled image of any graphic illustra

tion be located appropriately within multifont page layout

All this was available by 1975 1976 But the problem at the time

was that for somebody to use this they would have to buy 10000

or 15000 storage
tube terminal to go with the line processor and text

terminal We couldnt
get past

this business of if they dont have it

they dont know they need it and if they dont know they need it

they dont want to buy it It was little difficult at the time so the

graphics sort of atrophied until recently

The whole approach was that our files were document oriented

documents in very general sense These are what contain the descrip

FIGURE 21

Tek view of mixed

text graphic two

column page

produced with NLS
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FIGURE 22

1967 multiCRT

conference room
Seated are Don
Andrews Dave

Hopper Bill English

Doug and Barry

Wexler

tions arguments proposals whatever the things youre trying to map

your thoughts and arguments into to form communication

Another thing we did though in 1967 was to help people collab

orate in facetoface meetings Here again Bill English whipped it all

together very fastspecial small narrow tables that you could work

around and sit at in conference meeting where the monitors were

down low enough so you could see over them and see each other well

Each monitor had the same image that was brought from our oneuser

3100 at the time but we had one workstation and some mice Anybody
who wanted to pick up mouse and push the button could and this

would activate large special cursor that could be controlled and

moved around so any participant could point out things on the com
mon display We had review meeting among our sponsors at the

time The picture Fig 22 shows Bill English Don Andrews Dave

Hopper and Barry Wesler who was Bob Taylors assistant Bob was

in attendance at the time too participating in this conference

Another thing we did by 1970 was to bring up our electronic mail

system as part of our collaboration There was really very sophisti

cated mail system with user identification catalogs and all sorts of

fields that you could use to send and answer things One extra feature

was that you could send whole documents it didnt matter whether it

was little one sentence note or whole document

document could go in and be catalogued into system called

the Journal which was similar to the idea of pasting it down on

table Fig 23 We had linkages
and internal addressabiity so an

embedded link in one document could directly cite an arbitrary pas
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FIGURE 23

Sixdocument table

model of Journal
with two linked

document items

sage in any other Successive documents could be entered in the sys
tem and easily be crossreferenced back to each other This supported

what we called our recorded anh important part that we as

sumed was needed for community of people to work together effec

tively It is an extremely powerful capability

We originally designed our MailJournal system to give the user

choice as to whether to make an entry unrecorded as in current mail

systems or to be recorded in the Journal knew that there would be

lots of question and some quandry associated with the question to
record or not to record assumed that many fewer items would be

recorded than should beas might be judged after we someday
would learn the value and establish criteria for recording So or

dained that all entries would be recorded no option It put some

people under considerable strain think that one person actually

never could bring himself to enter memo into the Journalthe idea

that it was forever stopped him cold Another person very valu

able contributor somehow felt violently opposed to the basic concept

and it possibly hastened his departure But after year or so it was

used as matter of course by essentially everyone There were interest

ing and unexpected payoffs

Up until about 1975 we made practice of printing out every one

of the stored documents mostly as an alternate analytic process to

watch the dynamics of Journal use The documents are stored by num
ber in binders as shown in Fig 24 This indicates how big our Journal

collection got in about four or five years The number now for that

particular journal is well over 100000 items We have an arbitrary
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FIGURE 24

Hardcopy of the

Journal filled four

shelves

number of other journal systems that customer groups can install and

administer themselves very powerful potential archive for collabora

tive work

FRAMEWORKTO 1968 NLS

Lets now shift back to the conceptual framework originally docu

mented in 1962 17h had this immensely intuitive feeling that

humans were going to be able to derive great deal of capability from

computer systems had very real images in my mind of sitting at

display console interacting with computer seeing all sorts of strange

symbology coming up that we could invent and develop to facilitate

our thinking We would no longer be limited to working with paper
and other such laborious means Other people could be sitting at simi

lar consoles tied to their machine and we could be collaborating in

brand new exciting ways We could be doing all sorts of things to

control computer
At that time even though didnt know how the innards of

computer worked had enough engineering background to know that

if computer could read card it could sense keys and any other

action might want to do If it could drive printer or card punch it

could put whatever wanted onto display What didnt understand

at the time was the economics and all that but said Look Ive
got

whole career ahead of me lets go after all of this

By 1959 or so got
chance to sit down and say How would

that really work What are the basics As an engineer ended up
with simplifying model Fig 25 Heres human wanting to do this
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FIGURE 25

Starting to think

about augmenting
the human intellect

by beginning with

basics

We build on basic

Outside World
human capabilities

absorbing the rest

Percept Motor from out cultures

Conscious part

Mental Unconscious part

knowledge work hes got capabilities within his skin that we can make

use of lot of mental capabilities we know of and some of it hes

even conscious of Those are marvelous machines theremotor ma
chinery to actuate things in the outside world and sensor and percep
tual machinery to get the idea of whats going on And thats what he

has to support his interaction with the outside world

How can we improve the humans capability Fig 26 Well it

turns out that there have been lot of people working on this problem
for many generations And weve got whole culturefull of things

that we are indoctrinated and trained into both conscious things and

unconscious things We have lots of skills motorwise and perception

wise that were not even aware of For example just how long do you
think it took to learn to brush your teeth It takes quite while its

skill These sensorymotor things all developed in order to help us in

teract with the layers of other things that our culture provides

Many such things are available to us tools and methods that let

us live within social structure and be effective in our interactions

FIGURE 26

But our basic mental

motor perceptual

machinery cant do

much by itself

Human societies had to

develop complex systems

language custom tools

and methods so that the

humans tiny grasp

could cope with large

tasks and problems

Conscious part

Mental Unconscious part
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And theres whole subset of tools and methods that help us be effec

tive in dealing with knowledge work So take all those things together

and call them an augmentation system Fig 27 Thats what aug
ments humans And for good practical purposes lets divide the sys
tem into two parts One part has all the technology in it and the other

has all the rest So called these the tool system and human
system

The human system includes training knowledge and skills that

have to be installed as well as language an extremely important inven

tion that transcends as an invention anything else we have come up
with The methods and all that we use to knit together all the little

steps
that we take during day are extremely important Our customs

for working our procedures the way our organizations are run

theyre all done so that humans can realize effective results Within

this framework any given capability that human has is really com
posite The human capability is made up of the use of lot of things

and skills and training and conditioning in addition to all the customs

we just accept and the language that weve learned Its this composite

that we need to find ways to accentuate

So along comes lot of new technology for our tool system which

is great But the technology side by itself is not sufficient Our real

capabilities are essentially
hierarchical Fig 28 We learn lot of lower

order capabilities like writing and typing and reading And we have

built up many higher capabilities on top of these So if we bring in

some new technology like longer lasting pen its going to make

little bit of effect But if we bring in the kind of digital technology that

was predictable even in 1960 then potential changes throughout the

whole system affecting significantly the entire capability hierarchy

can begin to take place

FIGURE 27

It is important to

treat it as twopart System TootSystem

augmentation system
one part technology
the other the rest

oQm View

ipu
La Retrieve

ConutewQi
Know
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FIGURE 28

Capabilities grow

hierarchically

It takes long time generations to discover and implement all of

the fruitful changes in the human system made possible by given
radical improvement in technology Where as is the situation now
technology improves by rapid large steps it is predictable that the

human system will become critically stressed in trying to adapt rapidly

in ways that formerly took hundreds of years There has to be much
enhanced consciousness about concurrent evolution in the human

system
The technology side the tool system has inappropriately been

driving the whole What has to be established is balanced coevolution

between both parts How do we establish an environment that yields

this coevolution Well thats where the bootstrapping in laboratory

comes in said wanted to do what knew it was going to be like in

our future So we had to be more conscious of the candidates for

change in both the tool and the human systems Whenever you hear

somebody say it has to be easy to learn and natural tu use put up
little flag and go question it Whats natural Is there natural

way to guide vehicle as with reins Well that lasted long time

No Whats natural is what we have grown to accept And if we
look at how much learning it took to drive automobiles and own and

operate them it would make ridiculous the
things people say now re

garding what they expect their computer systems learning to cost

them If its going to be the kind of working companion that its bound

to be then the learning part
of it is relatively trivial know its what

sells now because the market isnt very mature for people to buy

things that look like theyre going to be hard to learn But Im talking

about the longterm trends and the responsibilities of people that are

doing the research and downstream planning think they should start
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FIGURE 29

Coevolution by
reverberation needs

propagate

downward and

new possibility

propagates upward

looking much more seriously for really significant gains in human per
formance and consider many more candidates for change with special

attention to the muchneglected human system candidates This will

bring up lots of things that might not have been even thought of be
fore because now there is explicit active prospecting for ways to

do things differently

The mouse and the keyset came from trying to do something new

in the tool system similarlyfor structured files and their viewing and

linking didnt realize at the time how strange theyd seem and how

long it would take for people to start considering them

So then how does the change take place In large organization

Fig 29 there are lots of different parties taking part in change An

idea for change in one place often needs help from another before

the original idea can be implementedfor example one might ask if

the mail room could make one more daily delivery Then when such

need is fulfilled by change in capability of one of the lower parts

it provides new possibilities for change among the higher parts

that depend upon it Evolution proceeds by reverberation needs prop
agate downward and when fulfilled new possibility propagates up
ward Correspondingly possibility propagated by new capability

in lowerlevel place can trigger new idea in higher place Continu

ing the example we can improve our operation by taking advantage

of the extra mail delivery but wed need the copy center to change
Possibilities tend to stimulate new needs

So when weve got fairly large organization or large system of

things with specialists working all over the place that are responsible

for changes in certain areas there will have to be some extraordinary
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communicating to provide decadeframe evolution on scale previ

ously requiring centuries Changes once took
place so slowly that we

werent really aware of the evolutionary process People moved and

finally heard about something and tried it But now with
catapulting

rate of change and the pressures to become more effective the

changes within our organizations are just going to exceed the rate that

we know how to deal with Unless people start getting conscious and

understanding about the evolution for many many structures this fast

changing rate is going to exceed the elastic limit and things are going

to break

So said What better place could you start putting to work the

new tools and things than in the process that is going to facilitate the

evolution you have to go through That produced strong push
toward computerized documents and toward collaboration among
groups

One way to look at how to use the computer to help work with

documents would be the possibility of conventional wordprocessor

approach Its very straightforward way The orientation is to simu
late paper on display targetted solely to produce hard copy con
siderable advantage in many situations but it is very anemic example

of what the above framework promises
It didnt even enter mymind to go with that picture Instead what

my framework produced is shown in Fig 30 motor capability of

the abstracted human module drives the computer tools and employs
the associated methodological and conceptuallinguistic parts of his

augmentation system in the special modes indicated The result is

quite bit different from word processing and office automation

FIGURE 30
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For instance we should have an openended command vocabu

lary Once we get hooked up to running in more flexible environ

ment the computer tools must provide us with more and more

functionality Since weve got very powerful beast that can do things

lets really look for fast control means where for instance we arent

limited to doing things sequentially but can do things with both

hands concurrently This stimulated the chordkeyset option

thought we should make it so that both content and structure can

be stored and
explicitly manipulated Bring text and graphics together

because theyre both important

Every object in file should be addressable because wanted to

do remote jumping and manipulation So we developed very flexible

addressing scheme that seems to fit well with users mental map of

his working domain and offers handy addressing options that in any

command can optionally be used in place of cursor selection One

should be able to move around in existing files rapidly and precisely

and easily jump across any intervening file or content space to an

explicitly prescribed position The computer should help navigate

throughout the entire working space
When am positioned at desired file object want to generate

view that will best serve my purpose of the moment So we evolved

flexible set of view specifications that can be invoked at any time

and an explicit opportunity is offered the user at any jump opera
tion to designate ViewSpecs For example in this window show

only the first line of each statement no blank lines between state

ments show location addresses eg 3b4 in front of each state

ment show only the statements hierarchically under the targeted

statement and only those that are in the first two sublevels con

tent filter of any degree of sophistication can be invoked within any
such ViewSpec so that among the candidate statements already speci

fied only those that have given content will be shown Simple filters

eg to find given embedded string can be keyed in at any time and

compiled on the fly More sophisticated filter patterns can be stored as

text strings that user can specify with Set Content Pattern com
mand Or programmer can write and compile very sophisticated fil

ters that user can easily designate by name to be instituted

With comprehensive addressing scheme it is easy to implement

citation links special text
strings

that both user and computer can in

terpret as addressing some object and also optionally specifying par
ticular view to be employed lumping on link is basic command

taking the user directly to the target object link can also be em
ployed as part of the addressing in any other command where some

file object is to be specified

If am moving around in somebody elses stuff so can study

and analyze it much more effectively want to be able to train the
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displays myself because display may not look as expect it to look

when Im looking at it straight down on paper and indeed it doesnt

And do want it also so that can share that display with others so

that we can collaborate And share files So thats the image and

thats why NLS was designed as it was

ARCHITECTURETO SPECTRUM OF FUNCTION

Now to discuss architecture use series of simple illustrations to

lead up to the general approach we settled upon Consider as in Fig

31 an application program on top of an operating system in com
puter serving terminal For any such application program there are

two facets an interface process and the actual process that does the

substantive worktwo different parts Lets think about them as two
distinct but related design issues For instance dont want the smart

programmer who knows all about how this program works internally

to think that hes the one to tell the world how to interface with it

By 1968 we had begun evolving the programming language so that

it was different for each part and we could actually think and design

for two separate modules Fig 32 The next
step was to ask Why for

each different application package should you have different front

end Frontends should be universal things as in Fig 33 to serve mul

tiple or all applications for the user So our language ideas were

evolving to handle this approach The system that we brought up on
the in 1968 was organized along these lines as shown in Fig

34 All the subroutines that did the application work were written with

our special M0L940 language that we had to develop ourselves The

control processes were specified in control metalanguage then com
piled with metalan translator into the control processor

which interacted with the user We had treemeta translator that let

FIGURE 31

An application Computer

1j Application

frontend and the Program
backend

Operating

System

Terminal Files

interfaces with the user

does the application work
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FIGURE 32

Frontend is actually

specialized

application program
divided into the

interface part and

actual process work

FIGURE 33

Why not provide

general purpose
frontend an all

application User
Interface System

Computer

Application

Program

Operating

System

Files

split it

separate

off and develop it as

specialty

us do our compiler compiling We described new compiler in meta

compiler language then compiled it with the treemeta translator into

the new running compiler

Incidentally in those days would talk about control language and

control metalanguage rather than the command language because felt

that we were doing lot of things that normally people dont think of

as commands But the pressure of externalworld usage pulled us

around so now we call it command language
It was really fortunate for us to be involved in the ARPANET from

the beginning My early ideas of community support services could

be made explicit in planning for the Network Information Center One

of the papers Q8h out that besides allowing us to share

data and process resources the emergent networks will also provide

us with knowledge marketplace thats wide open for people sitting

at their terminals all over the world Topologically Fig 35 depicts what

we assumed by the early 1970s would be the future environment for

knowledge workers
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FIGURE 34

FJCC68 system

architecture

Lets not argue about how much functionality is in any one place

To the user it doesnt matter whether the workstations are smart or

not as long as they do what he wants them to do So lets look at

topology The topology that we wanted Fig 36 involved user inter

face system UTS thats between the users physical interface hard

ware display keyboard mouse and all the smart application

FIGURE 35

Our expected Tool

System architecture

network of

networks
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FIGURE 36

Desired Tool System

topology

software dont care how much of these smarts are in his local work

station but Im never going to say that it all has to be there

Between the user interface system and all of the application sys
tems is virtual bussome IS communication will be to applica

tions in the local workstation some to applications on the localarea

network and some may be far out through gateways to the UIS of

colleague An important part
of what we wanted to provide was set

of functions that the user thinks of as his private or local topologi

cally workplace where he does his composing studying mail man
agement and calculations But also he should be able to reach

through his local workplace to get at all the other services

The internal architecture of the UIS Fig 37 contains virtual ter

minal controller VTC so all of the applications are programmed to

deal with standard virtual terminal The VTC translates to and from

particular physicalterminal streams enabling different classes of

terminal equipment for different classes of users and also impor
tantly makes evolution within the whole system easier

The command language interpreter CLI interprets the user ac
tions according to the commandlanguage specification coded into the

currently attached grammar file which was created from command

metalanguage description via the command metalanguage compiler

The CLI also deals with userspecific userprofile file that ena
bles individuals and classes of users to have independent control op
tions

The procedure call interface PCI modules translate back and

forth between the procedurecall conventions of the various larger

modules and the remote procedure call protocol we developed for use

between arbitrary modules including those connected via byte

sequential network circuits
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FIGURE 37

AUGMENT Modules

User Interface

System with VTC
CLT PCI and

grammar

We called this architectural configuration The Augmented

Knowledge Workshop and figured that all knowledge workers in the

future would work in some such environment The early framework

concepts led us to believe that openended functionality was inevita

ble Also it emphasized how essential it was to facilitate the coevolu

tion of the human and tool systems One important objective in this

architectural approach was to support this coevolution Hardware and

software could be changed with minimum disturbance to the human

system and conversely changes in terminology methodology and

functional dependence upon the tools could evolve with minimumdis

turbance to the tool system
One way to illustrate payoff from this architecture is to consider

the different profiles of functionality that different classes of users

would likely want to employ as they look through their respective

classes of terminals into their knowledge workshops highlevel

project manager support clerk or skilled heavyworking profes

sional can each work with grammar and userprofile files that provide

the functionality he or she needs with command terminology and in

teraction modes suited to skill levels and ways of thinking

All of this architecture was working by 1976 although it has only

been recently that we could interest user organizations in trying to har

ness it toward an integrated knowledgework environment number

of our publications explicate various aspects
of this 19S

Human Unit Evolution and Communities

It is important that the evolution of the user side should go on maxi

mumly it has been badly neglected The basic human unit is shown

in Fig 38 How are we going to evolve it The reverberation concept
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FIGURE 38

The basic human
unit

of its evolution is very important in my framework and have come

to believe that it is only done by what youd call communities Even

in large highly structured organization much of the change process

must involve stakeholders in groupings that are different from the line

management structure ie like community
This is big important concept that started in the 0sh If

we depend critically upon community that must interact in really

effective collaboration we need to build support systems especially de

signed for this purpose Part of the conscious evolutionary process for

our large organizations and institutions must therefore be to provide

effective collaboration support for widely dispersed communities Fig
39

But how was going to promote an RD program with pilot

community to learn how to develop and provide effective commu
nity support tools and associated new collaborative methods Well

in the spring of 1967 at an ARPA principal investigators meeting Bob

Taylor and Larry Roberts told us that ARPA was going to make com

puter network RD major program thrust and that our research

computers were going to be the ones connected by an experimental

ARPA Network Even though many others were disturbed by the

idea because of perceived interference with their major research

thrusts was thrilled Finally after listening to the initial interactions

volunteered to develop and operate what became the ARPANET Net

work Information Center NIC
What wanted was for the NIC to become community support

center that would really go after the development of collaboration

support tools and methods and would provide services to encourage

the ARPANET RD folks to evolve their working ways accordingly
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FIGURE 39

An augmented

community needs

active explicit

evolutionary

mechanism co
SYSTEM

Hopefully there would emerge subcommunity out there composed
of those interested in the various aspects of augmenting Fig 40 Just

consider the kind of leverage you get this way So Ive talked about

bootstrap community in my notes for over 15 years now and its

something still very much would like to see established Fig 41
Many features and capabilities built into NLSAUGMENT were di

rectly motivated by these communitysupport and distributedcollabo

ration concepts

Unfortunately the ARPANET grew so fast that the Network Infor

mation Center had to trim down what it could do functionally We
couldnt provide the extensive support services we had planned dis
cussed at some length in 1972 20S such as what we could do to

support community by integrating lot of its dialog and getting an

intelligence system there handbooks that evolved to integrate what to

FIGURE 40
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FIGURE 41

Strategy Early

augmentation

system changes that

also facilitate the

evolution process coM4
SYSTEM

FIGURE 42

communitys
handbook would be

periodically updated
onoffline

publication

do and professional facilitation staff which adds important value

There is lot that can be embedded in this

NLSAUGMENT was built to be able to handle external document

XDOC control the community intelligence collection that everyone

contributes to and participates in and indexes to it When the commu

nity
has

special mission or disciplinary interest we also could signifi

cantly facilitate the development and maintenance of dynamic

community handbook that integrates current status terminology hy
potheses conventions plans expectations and so forth in coher

ent selfconsistent fashion Figure 42 portrays all of this community

support in fashion peculiar to the NLSAUGMENT set of features

and capabilities While each user had his own collection of working

files there would be large collection of shared informationall of it

DEVELOPU4G ThE cHAN

LEVERA
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embedded in uniform compositedocument structures The general

ized citationlink capability interconnects passages of any of these doc

uments in meaningful ways as evolved with user conventions and

collaborative methods Ordinary unrecorded mail and shared files

gain significant value thereby The Journal system provides its own

unique value considerably amplified with linkage use

community intelligence collection CIC can be distributed

over all of the document typesembodying useful information and

discussion about external activities relevant to the communitys inter

ests Special indexing into this collection is again much enhanced with

links The Community Handbook fits into the
picture nicely any given

edition is published in the Journal and is probably available also

in corresponding hard copy which is controlled with the XDOC

system
Im going to terminate at this point since after 1976 we really had

no chance to continue pursuing this augmentation framework It

seemed no longer to fit in the pattern of the research at ARPA or with

what SRI wanted to do When we landed out in the commercial world

we found it wasnt what people there wanted to do either The AUG
MENT system stayed alive in sort of funny dumb way often like

taking bulldozer in to help people work in their back yards Then

McDonnellDouglas bought Tymshare and inside of its aerospace or

ganization its very different situation because of the very heavy

knowledge work involved For year Ive been going out and talking

with all those people involved in big projects and CAD systems and

finding out that these concepts are directly relevant to the needs and

problems now being recognized there

Were starting this year to build special interest communities The

first one is the community possibly followed by the

nity Also explicit consideration of integrated architectures similar to

ours is under way including not only virtual terminals command in

terpreters remote procedure calls and sharedscreen support but also

composite documents with addressable objects and citation links

So thats quick pass over my historical record
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Participants Discussion

Hank Strub Id like to hear your feelings on why it took so long for the mouse to

be adopted into personal workstation technology and why that hasnt

happened yet
with the chord keyset

Engelbart Its part of larger story
that think fits in with culture If you looked

at the whole map drew you would see that on the human system

side all the opportunities have changed the technology side has grown

way out of proportion in my view just stupendously so Fifth genera
tion and all the hoopla about it is just all the more pushed in there so

theres got to be balance Theres reason that in our culture we

grew up and absorbed all of the human system side that we used with

out even questioning it or thinking of itthey didnt come to us as

inventions We look upon other cultures where there is not the idea of

progress and we laugh at them But all we have to do is turn and

look at ourselves to realize that our culture has not yet understood that

the human side is open for progress and change We more or less resist

the change and say Boy Ill be damned if Im going to let that com

puter make me change if its so smart it ought to do it for me Were

totally missing the point in my estimation Well people look at the

mouse and say Geez who wants to do all that Or they say the

keyset is even worse Its part of the culture

The biggest challenge thats ahead for us if we want to make

progress is to start affecting the perceptions that people have about

what potential is there We need to start looking for change and find

ing out rational way to do the evolution so it doesnt break us apart

just love to get into dialog with people about the strategies for that

evolution found people at McDonnell Douglas who were talking

about it There are top level guys who say Were going to remake

the corporation Thats given people at many of the other levels the

courage to go ahead and try come and say strategically we ought

to do this so theyre sticking their necks out and giving me chance

to start

Greg Hell Id like to ask you have you considered combining the mouse and the

keyset into single device handwriting recognition system

Engelbart Yes thought Id have mouse and keyset in each hand Theres

lot of potential to that and people say Hey what about this number

of buttons on keyset Why did you pick
three buttons on your

mouse Why it was all we could get in at the time So yes Id go

233
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for more Theres lot to learn did lot of thinking one time about

the ways you could get transducers to pick up almost any kind of

signal that your motor system or nerve system could produce and

translate that into actions you want its whole new control language

you could learn was just wondering about the bandwidth and the

effect of that and could just picture really going through space its

wide open

Greg Heil My suggestion was not to increase the number of transducers but to

decrease them to single one to handwriting recognizer so that you
dont have extra buttons you only use one hand to do it

Engelbart Well thats
pretty

slow way to enter characters at least for English

Try it but think that if youve got
such marvelous machine there

you dont want to keep driving it with reins And thats what think

would happen with the handwriting recognizer feel similarly about

speech recognition Its very nice in lot of ways but you couldnt

control system like we had with speech commands you couldnt go

fast enough unless you got some very sophisticated signals

Charles Irby have two questions one is on the tool system side and the other is

on the human system side Lets take the human system side first

Given the work that youve done in this area what insights do you
have about the changes that are going to be required in the human

system given the changes in technology in the tool side that we are

experiencing today

Engelbart Well Ive got lot of general ideas and can tell you some of those

The main need is to find an evolutionary process that starts the explo
ration Many people and many things to try An example is that our

organizations can get much flatter The kind of communication can be

so much greater that if could just go like this and be in voice contact

with you same screens diving around the information were familiar

with you can be in any place in the country It can change consider

ably the kind of roles that we can have lots of specialty roles that can

flip in and out of your work to help you from any place in the country

There isnt any way it would be practical with the kind of time it would

take for you to get together and look at your stuff Administrative and

managerial structures can be different and things like the matrix orga
nizations which have lot of appeal in projectoriented environment

but are difficult to administer have whole new breath of life coming
to them because of the kind of coordination communication Working

groups that can be separated geographically We do it lot of ways
now but no one has been really focusing on the pursuit of ways to

collaborate
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Charles Irby On the tools side lot of the technology that was developed at SRI

has readily transferred into other commercial products Yet there are

some such as the structured text and the view controls that you had

over the structured text the
linking

mechanism from one place in the

document to another place in possibly another document and the no
tion of mail system that is supported by database automatically

cataloging all of the mail that has been sent These things havent read

ily transferred into other products Why is that

Engelbart was hoping the historians would answer that dont know its puz
zled me used to take it personally and every once in while it flashes

all can say is that it just
didnt fit cultural perceptions When the

computers first started becoming really availablepersonal computers

or timesharing it was enough for people to make the adjustment to

start interacting
with them If the marketplace isnt ready for some

thing like that whos going to invest money in trying to get
it out

there Who has to decide to invest the money Its guys who have

been in the business for while and they have to depend upon con
sultants Theyre experienced and familiar with things that arent very

often the ones that are in the vanguard The whole process of who gets

it out there and decides they are going to invest the money in it and

risks it or goes out there and tries to train the customers Once you get

system built then youve got to put lot of money into PR that tells

everybody thats the best So youre doing yourself in down the way
if later on you come back and say now this is the best So anyway

big part
of the user organizations have to get in gear and start saying

Quit coddling us were ready to change Were looking for what to

do better dont
give us this bull about whats easy to learn

Larry Press notice in reading one of your early reports
that you paid lot of re

spect guess and commented lot on Vannevar Bushs suggestions

And just wondered if you could comment on how important you feel

he was his thinking and also his work to the development of all this

interactive computing

Engelbart dont know about other people in that respect For me it was part of

singular thing because was little navy boy an electronics techni

cian in World War II out in the Philipines and getting moved from one

place to another They stuck you on an island to wait to get you as

signed to somebody else Somebody said there was library there It

was Red Cross library up on stilts in native hut really neat nobody
there was poking around and found this article in Life magazine
about his memex and it just thrilled the hell out of me that people

were thinking about something like that So didnt really act on that

but Im sure later as got into this that it started to affect me Later
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when we were starting the parts of the way NLS was built theres

thing called sequence generator that you could flip in your own user

choices of sequence that goes and picks you this thing and that the

links were lot coming from Bushs idea of trail generation through

his documents So it was very explicit connection in that respect

wish could have met him but by the time caught on to the work
he was already in nursing home and wasnt available History is

moving faster nowadays incidentally so you can find some of us old

fossils that are still alive
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hen left Glens group spent year working for Lytton Indus

tries on the ground control system supporting precursor to skylab

Then went to conference that was being held up in San Francisco

It was the Fall Joint Computer Conference This particular conference

was very very special for me and for lot of people because there

was an hour and half session in which Douglas Engelbart from the

Augmentation Research Center at SRI in Menlo Park California gave

live video demonstration of highly interactive computer graphics

and computer text manipulation system that had been developed at

SRI went to that particular session not knowing what to and

was completely blown away happened to find afterward the partic

ular person who seemed to be in charge technically his name was Bill

English cornered him and said This is really nifty and think can

help you And he said Were looking for few good men Why
dont you come by The next week went by and the personnel de

partment said No we have no openings said Wrong Im going

to sit here until Bill English comes to talk to me was fairly bold in

those days And he did They hired me and it was the beginning of

sevenyear effort on my part at SRI with Doug Engelbart great

many of the concepts that people now think of as commonplace like

the mouse and multiple windows editing across windows integrated

text and graphicsall those things originated from my point of view

from Doug and his group at SRI

Id like to introduce Doug Engelbart and his perspective of the last

20 years or so
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Doug Engelbart is pioneer in the design of modern inter

active computer environments He holds the patent on the

mouse created the first twodimensional editing system
and was the first to demonstrate such things as the use

of remote procedure protocols mixed textgraphics and

shared screen viewing

Doug holds BS in EE from Oregon State University

and PhD in Electrical Engineering from the University

of California at Berkeley His career has led him from the

US Navy as an electronics technician to NASAs Ames

Research Laboratory and then to Stanford Research Insti

tute now SRI International where he led the team that

designed and built the NLS Augmented Knowledge

Workshop
From January 1977 to March 1984 Doug was Senior

Scientist at Tymshare Inc Cupertino California In 1984

Tymshare was acquired by McDonnell Douglas Doug con
tinues as Senior Scientist in the Information Systems

Group promoting the type of integratedsystem architec

ture conceived and implemented by him at SRI Interna

tional
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Doug Engelbart

McDonnell Douglas

Introduction

The
story of my involvement with online workstations begins in early

1951 with vision and lifetime professional commitment Over 34

years of pursuit have created lot of personal history and the object

of this historical exercise the workstation occupies unique place in

it

For me workstation is the portal into persons augmented

knowledge workshopthe place in which he finds the data and tools

with which he does his knowledge work and through which he collab

orates with
similarly equipped workers consider that the large sys

tem of concepts skills knowledge and methods on the human side

of the workstation has to be taken into account in balanced way
when pursuing increased human effectiveness So my workstation

history story
embraces rather large sphere

The task of writing an historical piece is unfamiliar enough to

cause me difficulty by itself but the associated stirring of old records

and old memories has added nearly overwhelming burden of

dreams events people stresses pleasures disappointments the

firsts and the failures Now what from all of this and how to organize

itwill make an appropriate history paper could provide solid

measure of objective reporting events and dates have been an in

volved observer of related computer history since 1951 watched and

experienced how the supportive hardware languages and architec

ture evolved witnessed the people and efforts that brought timeshar

ing into being and was even more closely involved with the

emergence of computer networks Through all of this was wholly

focused on what these things could do for people at workstations And

then there was office automation and personal computers you dont

have to be an old guy to have watched these emerge but Im sure they

looked different to me than to most

could also provide lots of objective reporting about the events

and dates associated with the things have caused or had direct hand

in There seems to be lot there that is quite relevant to this history
of the workstation theme It was dusty laborious work this process

of brainstorming for candidates culling and ordering and trying to de
scribe them in some reasonable sequence and context But what came
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to realize is that there is one clearly dominant factor that underlies

essentially every cause for any uniqueness that might list for historical

record It isnt technology it isnt science and it isnt marketing

or business model And am going to give
it dominant coverage in this

paper It is what call my Framework My Framework is based upon
an intuitive conviction implanted in my head apparently perma
nently over 30 years ago that the gains in human knowledgework

capability that we will achieve by properly harnessing this new tech

nology will be very large Metaphorically see the augmented organi

zation or institution of the future as changing not as an organism

merely to be bigger and faster snail but to achieve such new levels

of sensory capability speed power and coordination as to become

new species cat

Based upon this conviction about huge potential gains for man
kind my Framework explains for me generally where such gains are

going to come from and provides strategic principles that can help

guide conscious pursuit of these gains

Genesis

was several years out of school possessing BS in electrical engi

neering and two years experience during World War II halfway

through college as an electronics technician was doing oddjob elec

trical engineering work at Ames Research Laboratory in Mountain

View California with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronau

tics NACA forerunner of NASA For several months had been de

voting most of my spare time to searching for professional goals for

some reason wanted to invest the rest of my heretofore aimless career

toward making the most difference in improving the lot of the human

race

had initially dashed off in many fanciful directions but yet man
aged enough interludes of reasonably sober thinking to build up some

useful strategic generalizations Retreading myself professionally to

become proficient and then extraordinarily productive in some new

field wasnt worth considering without significantly attractive sce

nario embedded in reasonably structured strategic framework The

highpayoff scenarios all seemed to involve creating or joining some

thing that however disguised would essentially be crusade Cru

sades have many strikes against them at the outset In particular they

dont connect to normal source of government or business revenue

They dont have nice organizational frameworks You cant go out on

the streets and expect to find financial production or marketing vice

presidents interested in the crusade Moreover even if you accomplish

the sweeping change that is the ultimate objective chances are that in
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this very complex world the side effects might be bad enough to make

you wish you hadnt tried

Suddenly up through all of this delightful youthful abstraction

bobbed the following clear realization The complexity of the human

situation was steadily increasing not only that but its rate of increase

was increasing Along with the increasing complexity had come gen
eral increase in the urgency associated with the more critical problems
If one invented measure for each of these complexity and urgency
then for given problem the product of its complexity times its ur

gency would represent fair measure of the difficulty mankind would

find in dealing with that problem

FLASHi The difficulty of mankinds problems was increasing

at greater rate than our ability to cope We are in trouble

FLASH2 Boosting mankinds ability to deal with complex ur

gent problems would be an attractive candidate as an arena in

which young person might try to make the most difference

Yes but theres that question of what does the young electrical

engineer do about it Retread for role as educator research

psychologist legislator Is there any handle there that an

electrical engineer could

FLASH3 Ahah graphic vision surges forth of me sitting at

large CRT console working in ways that are rapidly evolving

in front of my eyes beginning from memories of the radar

screen consoles used to service

The imagery of FLASH3 evolved within few days to general

information environment where the basic concept was document that

would include mixed text and graphic portrayals on the CRT The im

agery carried on to extensions of the symbology and methodology that

we humans could employ to do our heavy thinking There were also

images of other people at consoles attached to the same computer com
plex simultaneously working in collaboration mode that would be

much closer and more effective than we had ever been able to accom

plish

Within weeks had committed my career to augmenting the hu
man intellect In few months left the NACA and enrolled as

graduate student at UC Berkeley where Professor Paul Morton had

started computer science activity although it would be many years

before universities began calling it that He was several years along in

developing the California Digital Computer CALDIC
Within few years had to accept the fact that research on any

kind of interactive computer applications would not provide me with

program acceptable to the
university community for PhD and later
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faculty pursuit So settled for something else got my PhD and

went to Stanford Research Institute SRI where hoped ultimately to

promote support for an augmentation program

FRAMEWORK

That was 1957 By 1959 was lucky enough to get small grant from

the Air Force Office of Scientific Research AFOSR from Harold Woos
ter and Rowena Swanson that carried me for several years not

enough for my fulltime work but by 1960 SRI began pitching in the

difference

It was remarkably slow and sweaty work first tried to find close

relevance within established disciplines For while thought that the

emergent Al field might provide me with an overlap of mutual interest

But in each case found that the people would talk with would imme

diately translate my admittedly strange for the times statements of

purpose and possibility into their own disciplines framework When

rephrased and discussed from those other perceptions the augmen
tation

pictures were remarkably pallid
and limited compared to the

images that were driving me
For example gave paper in 60 at the annual meeting of the

American Documentation Institute outlining the probable effects of

future personalsupport use of computers discussed how focus on

personal support would change the role of their future systems and

how such change would enable more effective roles for the documen

tation and information specialists received no response at all at the

meeting One reviewer gave very hohum description of the paper

as the discussion of yet another personal retrieval system Later

during visit to highcaliber research outfit an informationretrieval

researcher got very hot under the collar because wouldnt accept
his

perception that all that the personal use augmentation support was

projecting amounted to pure and simple was matter of information

retrievaland why didnt just join their forefront problem pursuits

and stop setting myself apart
Then discovered

great
little RAND report written by Kennedy

and 2h described my situation marvelously and recommended

solution Their thesis was that when launching project of inter

or newdiscipline nature the researcher would encounter consistent

problems in approaching people in established disciplines They
wouldnt perceive your formulations and goals as relevant and they

would become disputative on the apparent basis that your positions

were contrary to accepted knowledge or methods The trouble said

these authors was that each established discipline has its own con
ceptual framework The enculturation of young professionals

with

their disciplines framework begins in their first year of
professional
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school Without such framework tailored for the goals values and

general environment of the respective discipline there could be no ef

fective collaborative work Furthermore if such conceptual frame

work did not already exist for new type of research then before

effective research should be attempted an appropriate unique frame

work needs to be created They called this frameworkcreation process

the Search Phase
So realized that had to develop an appropriate conceptual

framework for the augmentation pursuit that was hooked on That

search phase was not only very sweaty but very lonely In 1962

published an SRI
report entitled Augmenting Human Intellect

Conceptual 3h the considerable help of Rowena

Swanson this was condensed into chapter of book published in

1963 can appreciate that these framework documents appear to

many others as unusably general and vague But for me the concepts

principles and strategies embodied in that framework look better and

better every year The genesis of most of what was and is unique about

the products of the augmentation work can be traced back to this

framework which Ill return to later with fuller description

PROGRAM SUPPORT

submitted many proposals before
getting support to pursue the aug

mentation program outlined in the Framework report Among the

stream of
politely phrased regrets there was one that in contrast to

todays environment can provide useful perspective on the environ

ment of 1961 Four highquality civilian
experts

had been enlisted by

one agency as sitevisit teama brain researcher psychologist and

computer expertand for me it was very enjoyable days dialog

But the subsequent letter from the agency informed me regretfully that

paraphrased since your interesting research would require ex

ceptionally advanced programming support and since your Palo Alto

area is so far from the centers of computer expertise we dont think

that you could staff your project adequately

When Licklider Lick came from Cambridge to take

over ARPAs newly formed Information Processing Techniques Office

IPTO in late 1962 was figuratively standing at the door with the

Conceptual Framework report and proposal There the unlucky

fellow was having advertised that mancomputer symbiosis com

puter timesharing and mancomputer interfaces were the new direc

tions How could he in reasonable consistency turn this down even if

it was way out there in Menlo Park

Lick moved very swiftly By early
1963 we had funded project

But whereas had proposed using local computer and building an

interactive workstation Lick asked us instead to connect display to
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the System Development Corporations SDCs 5Q32 computer
on site in Santa Monica to do our experimenting under the Q32s pro
jected new timesharing system Converting the Q32 to be time

shared machine was SDCs IPTO project

Later that year our project was modified to include an online data

link fromMenlo Park to Santa Monica with CDC 160A minicomputer

at our end for communication manager supporting our smalldisplay

workstation For various reasons not uncommon in pioneering ven

tures that first year was very unproductive relative to the purposes

and plan of our project Lick was willing to put some more support

into the direct
goal more or less as originally proposed but the sup

port level he could offer wasnt enough to pay for both small research

staff and some interactive computer support Mind you the CDC
160A which was the only commercially suitable minicomputer that we

knew of even though having only 8K of 12bit words and running

at about microseconds per instruction cost well over 100000 1963

dollars It had paper tape in and out if the system crashed you had

to load the application program from paper tape and the most recent

dump of your working file paper tape before you could continue

crude industrystandard Flexowriter online typewriter could be

driven otherwise it was paper tape in and out

What saved my program from extinction then was the arrival of

an outoftheblue support offer from Bob Taylor who at that time was

psychologist working at NASA headquarters had visited him

months before leaving copies of the Framework report and our pro

posal had been unaware that meanwhile he had been seeking funds

and
contracting

channel to provide some support The combined

ARPA and NASA support enabled us to equip ourselves and begin

developing Version of what evolved into the NLS and AUGMENT
systems Paul Fuhrmeister and later Eugene Gribble of NASAs Lang

ley Research Center had to stick out their necks as successive heads

of Langleys large computational division to support the direction and

supervise NASAs support for our program which continued several

years after Taylor left NASA to join
ARPAs IPTO office

Our ARPA support grew and was fostered by Licks successors

Ivan Sutherland Bob Taylor and Larry Roberts Meanwhile the Air

Forces Rome Air Development Center at Rome New York began to

supply supporting funds By 1967 it was recognized that the respec

tive contributions from ARPA NASA and RADC represented signifi

cant parts of coordinated program The other agencies began

funneling their funds through RADC which served for many years to

both monitor and manage our contracts as well as provide their own

significant share of support funds John McNamara and Duane Stone

provided strong support and contract liaison from RADC
NASA support ended by 1969 and ARPA and RADC provided
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significant support until 1977 although from 1974 the funding became

even more for supporting applications and developments for other or

ganizations for targets formulated by others eg the National Soft

ware Works The continuing pursuit of augmentation along my
strategic vector virtually stopped

The Augmentation Research Center ARC
An historically important organizational cluster emerged at Stanford

Research Institute in the 1960s peaked about 1974 and was scattered

in 1977 with small core carrying forth in commercial and then

industrial environment to the present It grew by ones and twos from

1963 as it collected permanent members from the SRI technical

staff and recruited new ones from the outside By 1969 believe we

were about 18 strong this grew steadily until by 1976 we totalled about

45 In 1973 we made two explicit subgroups one headed by Dick Wat
son doing development of software and some hardware and one

headed by Jim Norton handling operations and applications support
SRI was organized by divisions each containing group of labora

tories the hierarchy being formed according to the associated disci

plines ARC grew to laboratory size and status but it became

something of problem for SRI Other laboratories at least in science

and engineering operated more or less as farmers market where

small and changing clusters of researchers promoted and conducted

research projects as loose federation The management structure

budgeting accounting and financing for the Institute had evolved to

support this kind of business But ARC was driven by coherent long
term pursuit This involved the continuing evolution of an everlarger

and more sophisticated system of hardware and software It also came

to involve delivering solid support service to outside clients to provide

meaningful environments for learning
about the allimportant process

of coevolution between the humansystem and toolsystem compo
nents of our organizations as per my conceptual framework

It didnt seem unreasonable to me to pursue this course things

similar and on grander scale are common for other researchers It is

taken for granted for example that funding agencies will build and

operate accelerators and observatories in support of research in nuclear

physics and astronomy or will outfit ships and airplanes to support

research expeditions But whatever my perception there were some

significant problems and stresses with which our overall environment

didnt have effective ways to cope In the particular dynamics in

volved there were probably seven relevant parties me the ARC staff

other SRI researchers SRI management and administration ARCs

sponsors ARCs utilityservice clients and other groups of researchers

outside of SRI It would be an interesting historical study to
try

to un
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derstand the diversity
of perception that must have existed among this

set of players What did the different parties perceive for the future of

workstations for the range of function and application that would

come about for the systems architectures and standards that must

emerge and for the impact on the organizations that learned how to

harness these most successfully

Even as central party in what happened Ive not understood the

dynamics But am pretty sure that disparities among the perceptions

of all of the above parties had major part in what to me was the

great collapse of SRIARC Even if had done everything right over

the years laughable hypothesis it is now fairly clear to me that it

isnt the markets fault if someone fails in trying to sell it something

that the market isnt ready for In other words cant blame those

other groups Which of course makes for personal problem since

during those times of black discouragement when one wants desper

ately to blame someone there is only one candidate that guy at the

head of the list

In 1977 SRI judged it better to move our largesystem develop
ment and externalservice activities out from the research institute en
vironment and into suitable commercial environment They

advertised entertained prospective bidders made selection and ne

gotiated transfer of the business to Tymshare Inc of Cupertino
California The system was renamed AUGMENT and marketed as

part of Tymshares integrated Office Automation services In 1984

McDonnell Douglas Corporation acquired Tymshare and the small

AUGMENT business is now operated as the Augmentation Systems

Division of the Computer Systems Company within the MDC Informa

tion Systems Group

SOME OF ARCS EARLY PRODUCTS1964 TO 1968

Lets take look at some of the actual experiments we tried during the

years from 1964 to 1968 at SRI Around 1964 we got off the CDC160A

system which in fact we were using as personal system This was

our first real standalone machine

Screen Selection Tests and the Mouse

In those days the cost of
getting display systems to work was very

high My strategic plan under the abovementioned framework was to

skip the thenprevalent interactive typewriters and focus from the out

set on displays My assumption was that there is great deal to learn

about how to harness highly interactive display capability and by the

time we really learned how the prices would be down considerably

We wanted to start early experimenting with screen selection The

idea of working and interacting very actively with the display meant
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that we had to tell the computer what we were looking at so we
needed screen selection device There was lot of argument about

light pens and
tracking

balls in those days but none of those argu
ments served our needs very directly wanted to find the best thing

that would serve us in the context in which we wanted to worktext
and structured items and interactive commands

The context was important So we set up computercontrolled ex

periments oriented to our working mode where we assumed that pur
poseful knowledge workers would be spending significant portion

of their time writing studying analyzing and even debugging We
collected set of candidate screenselection devices to test We did our

experiments with our one workstation of that period which is shown

in Fig together with one of our test devices In trying to be complete

about the
array

of test devices dug up some old notes of mine de

scribing possibility that eventually turned into the very first mouse

Fig The tests were carefully run and we even integrated selection

errors and their correction penalties in evaluating the goodness of

device The experiments and their results were fully 5h
later described in Q6h graph in Fig is representative of our

results

The mouse consistently beat out the other devices for fast accu

rate screen selection in our working context For some months we left

the other devices attached to the workstation so that user could use

the device of his choice but when it became clear that everyone chose

to use the mouse we abandoned the other devices

FIGURE0h workstation

at which we

experimented with

selection devices
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FIGURE
Bottom of wooden
mouse one of the

first selection

devices

No one is quite sure why it got
named mouse or who first

started using that name None of us would have thought that the name
would have stayed with it out into the world but the thing that none

of us would have believed either was how long it would take for it to

find its way out there

We also experimented with way to move your knee up and

down or swing it sideways to move the cursor so you could keep your

hands on the keyboard Fig also built something that allowed one

to control the cursor movement by rotating your head for sideways

cursor control or nodding your head up or down for vertical cursor

control This nosepointing control of the cursor left both hands free

FIGURE

Cursorselect test

graph comparing
various selection

devices
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An experimental

knee control device
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to operate the keyboard In each case some muscles would cramp up
Really in almost any of these cases you can get used to things like

that sure there are lot of things to explore in the future about

what is going to work best for interfacing so that you can tell the com
puter to which objects on the screen you want to direct its attention

However we had many things to do so it was diminishing return

for us to pursue these alternative devices we stayed with the mouse
have always assumed though that something better than the mouse

is likely to emerge once the user market becomes more adventurous in

exploring the means to higher performance

OUR MULTIUSER COMPUTER AND DISPLAY SYSTEM CIRCA 1968

The first timesharing system we got was an SDS94O We considered

number of alternative ways to provide ourselves with flexible re

sponsive display system and finally designed our own The computer
and display drivers timeshared their attention among multiple 5inch

CRTs which happened to be the most economical size for given per

centage of screen resolution In front of each CRT we added commer

cial highquality video camera mounted with light shroud over the

camera lens and CRT screen Fig The resulting video signal ampli
fied and piped out to our laboratory drove the video monitors that

were our workstation displays Two display generators each driving

up to eight CRTs implemented with vacuumtube technology were

both bulky Fig and very costly It took one and half people to

keep those things running all of the time The strokegenerated charac

ters and vector graphics allowed us to have flexible mixed text and
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FIGURE
Our early computer
set up with 5inch

CRTs
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graphic document presentations The display generators were driven

from directmemoryaccess channel that provided very fast ie one

refreshcycle time creation of new display image Figure is picture

of one of our workstations the TV monitor with little wooden table

we made and keyboard and mouse and keyset

We explicitly designed for detached keyboard My workstation

design philosophy was to fix it so what you are looking at is positioned

for best viewing and the devices you use to control the computer
should be located where it is best for you to operate them Dont get

caught in the anachronism that because we got used to paper and pen
cil and that technology we ought to be able to have our controls right

FIGURE
The Augmentation

Project display

system



FIGURE
Basic workstation

table with keyset
detached keyboard

mouse and

separate monitor
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on the surface of the thing that were working on It may end up that

that way is best but dont make an priori assumption So we didnt

One way of explaining to somebody why it could make signifi

cant difference if you can do things faster is to provide counter exam

ple So had them write with brick taped to their pencil Fig
because its only matter of happenstance that the scale of our body

FIGURE
Brick writing
device
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and our tools and such lets us write as fast as we can What if it were

slow and tedious to write person doesnt have to work that way

very long before starting to realize that our academic work our

booksa great deal would change in our world if thats how hard it

had been to write

What if you speed it up The keyset shown in Fig in combina

tion with the mouse provides twohanded higherspeed option

When you strike chord the computer interprets it as character

not really distinguishing between characters generated by keyset or

keyboard Our chordcharacter code binary counting scheme

mapped to the alphabet is not really very difficult my sixyear old

kids took less than week to learn it At SRI we had project in

the early 1960s to experiment with computeraided psychomotor skill

training and we used this keyset skill for the very first thing to be

learned The experiment blew up because everybody learned it so fast

we couldnt differentiate between those who did and those who didnt

have special computer aids

Figure 10 is sort of the picture that think about when Im told

that weve got to make it easy to learn Tricycles are easy to learn and

natural to useno hard balancing problems How much is it worth

to you to extend your mobility few hours of learning to balance on

two wheels

By 1968 had workstation like the one in Fig 11 in my office

and just started living on it In our lab we had six to ten more
timeshared among our group The whole feeling was great It was

very very interesting sort of activity in those days Who says we didnt

do workstation research This one our Yoga Workstation Fig 12

with Bill Duval got to be one of the favorites for some reason This is

what you saw all the timepeople sitting there in their twohanded

working mode occasionally switching to type on keyboard

Figure 13 shows Bill English with workstation made for us by
the Herman Miller office furniture company who were trying to experi

ment with us This little console swivelled on one of the chairs and

FIGURE

Keyset input device
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FIGURE 10

Bike

went where you went you could lean back and work with it very

nicely wanted to show this workstation and Bill English who de
serves an immense amount of credit for getting things to work

waved my hands and pointed and somehow didnt make much prog
ress But Bill really made things work in those so owe him

lot

FIGURE 11

Dougs office

workstation

replicated 610 times

in the lab
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FIGURE 12

Yoga workstation

Bill Duval is pictured

here

FIGURE 13

Bill English at our

Herman Miller

designed

workstation
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OUR BIG SHOWTHE 1968 FALL JOINT COMPUTER CONFERENCE

By 1968 we had marvelous system We called it later AUG
MENT stood for online system in contrast to offline

system which we dubbed FLS just to have different acronyms
few people would come and visit us but we didnt seem to be getting

the type of general interest that expected was looking for better

way to show people so we took an immense risk and applied for

special session at the ACMIEEE CS Fall Joint Computer Conference

in San Francisco in December 1968

We set up to give an online presentation using video projector

pointing at 20foot screen Brooks Hall is large auditorium and that
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video
projector

could put up our display images so you could read

them easily from up in the balcony Fig 14 The video projector we

rented built by Swiss company Eidophor used highintensity pro

jection lamp whose light was modulated by thin film of oil which in

turn was modulated by the video signal On the right side of the stage

sat at our Herman Miller console We set up folding screen as

back drop behind me saw the same image on my workstation screen

there as was projected for the audience to see

We built special electronics that picked up the control inputs from

my mouse keyset and keyboard and piped them down to SRI over

telephone hookup We leased two microwave lines up from our labora

tory in SRI roughly 30 miles It took two additional antennas on the

roof at SRI four more on truck up on Skyline Boulevard and two

on the roof of the conference center It cost moneyrunning that video

projector and getting people to help us do all of that cost money

making the special IO cost money and leveraging special remote

presentation technology on top of our advanced developmental labo

ratory technology created extra riskand was using research money
The nice people at ARPA and NASA who were funding us effectively

had to say Dont tell me because if this had flopped we would

have gotten in trouble But anyway it worked and the main reason

was because of Bill Englishs genius for making things work

Back in our lab we dismantled number of the display units in

our display system so that we could use the cameras in San Francisco

and SRI We borrowed few tripods and got some extra people to be

FIGURE 14

Auditorium of the

ACMIEEECS Fall

Joint Computer

Conference

December 1968
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FIGURE
Still frame from the

FJCC 68 Split screen

with Doug on the

right and demo

agenda on the left

camera people One of our friends Stuart Brand who was at that time

working on his first Whole Earth Catalog helped as well So it was really

group project there were about 17 of us
On my console on the stage there was camera mounted that

caught my face Another camera mounted overhead looked down on

the workstation controls In the back of the room Bill English con

trolled use of these two video signals as well as the two video signals

coming up from SRI that could bring either camera or computer video

Bill could select any of these four video images with optional mixing

and frame splitting We had an intercom that allowed him to direct the

action of the people in our lab at SRI who were generating computer

images or handling the cameras sending the video up from SRI

We didnt use any specially made system capabilities we were

just using NLS the way it worked at that time It had mixed text and

graphics so we could use those to display and represent things We
had the agenda in NLS and we could run different parts

and show

diagrams we could do things as examples So it was mix of things

of heres the script and stuff to tell you about and heres the way it

runs we could also bring other display screens or faces from our SRI

lab in and out on the screen At that time we firmly imagined that this

was the way future conferences would be run

We could do screen splitting Figure 15 shows the agenda list with

little marker to show that Im between two particular items In Fig

16 make temporary shopping list This was the beginning of our

demonstrating ways of structuring ideas The NLS system supported

the user in getting the list organized into categories

We wanted to show how the mouse works The projected video

showed Don Andrews controlling cursor from our SRI laboratory by

itttrn

hnvn
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moving his mouse around The superimposed video image of the dis

play screen showed that the cursor would follow it exactly to show

how the wheels worked Remember this was 1968the first public

appearance of mouse could also show how the simultaneous use

of mouse and keyset worked in such way that the audience could

watch my hands in the lower window and see the computer action in

the upper window

Then we brought in Jeff Rulifson to tell about how the software

works Fig 17 At the same time his face could be brought in and out

FIGURE 17

Jeff ifso can be

seen on the screen

mixed in behind code

of procedure

FIGURE 16

The text is now an

unstructured

shopping list
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behind the display image that he was working with demonstrating

sh power for working with very explicitly structured software He

showed graphical diagrams that were embedded in the sourcecode

documentation During Jeffs presentation Bill English brought the

picture from laboratory camera that caught the view Fig 18 of Jeffs

keyset operation as he was manipulating his demonstration images
unconscious and unhurrieda nice way to show the fluid speed of

fered by combined mouse and keyset use

Toward the end we also showed that we could cut hole in

the screen and see Bill Paxtons face from SRI Fig 19 For the compu
terdisplay part of the screen we could switch back and forth between

his work and mine and we could also switch which of us was control

ling
all of this

The associated FJCC publication
about Q7 other relevant

references are listed at the end of this paper

Note Engelbarts colleaguesBill English Charles Irby Jeff

Rulifson Bill Duval and Bill Paxtonall found themselves at Xerox

PARC in the 1970s creating personal workstation that embodied

these ideas

NLS ENHANCEMENTSINTO THE 197
You cant imagine the relief when it worked It went on for 90 minutes

and afterward we thought for sure that the world would be talking

about everybody starting to augment now Well it didnt happen but

we went ahead anyway want to discuss few of the things we did

FIGURE 18

Jeffs keyset and

hand behind some

lines of text
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FIGURE 19

View of text retrieval

with image of Bill

Paxton in

background

stisrt tsvpr

physically to the system after that and then go into some of the con

ceptual framework

1969

We began design of windowing capability for NLS
We developed concept of user reaching through his per
sonal work place ie his familiar online working files and ap
plication programs to access less basic specialized data and

application processes and other people that is the reach

through should provide access to these translated by the inte

grated support system so as to appear as coherent
parts

of his

familiar personal work place

We specified our first mail and Journal system as part of an

explicit pursuit of Dialog Support System planning for it

to be
part of our ARPANETNIC service

We developed documentoutputting capability processing

our composite textgraphic document files to drive service

bureau CRTbased fullpage StrombergCarlson photo printer

to produce documentation with graphics and text mixed on
the same pages

We became the second host on the ARPANET with our SDS 940

UCLA was first UCSB next then the University of Utah
then

19708

Detailed use of NLS began for internal management processes

of ARC cost records working forecasts purchase requisi

tions and so on
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We began using the ARPANET to facilitate our reprogramming
of NLS for the forthcoming PDP10 TENEX The University of

Utah had TENEX on the network and we used NLS on the

940 to write our new PDP10 code using our treemeta com

piler we developed crosscompiler for our 940 that produced

PDP10 relocatable binary code We would ship that over the

net for loading and debugging on Utahs TENEX When the two

computers and the intervening network link were all working

properly lots of flat tires as in the early days of automobiles

our programmers would do all of this back and forth tran

sitioning through the same workstation think that it was

not only recordmaking way of working but the NLS trans

port task was accomplished in remarkably short time we attrib

uted part of the efficiency to the network and
part

to the use

of NLS
We brought NLS up on the PDP10 TENEX with improved and

new features including multiple windows The transfer process

and detailed description of the design changes and new fea

tures for NLS are described in June 1971 technical 9S
We began using our MailJournal system within our group Inte

grated into NLS this assumed that mail item was docu

mentso any part of all of an NLS document could be sent
and provided for permanent record in explicitly retrievable

form our Journal As an electronicmail system this was quite

advanced It had directory service our Ident System to pro
vide mailrelevant information about registered users mail dis

tribution was addressed by peoples Idents with no need to

know or specify which host they used Fields were provided for

superceding other items and for attaching keywords An on
line index was provided for stored Q1S

1972

We began developing our first integrated Help system

We formulated the Architecture implemented in

stages

We implemented the sharedscreen televiewing mode of on
line collaboration between two or more NLS 12S

1973

We brought up table subsystem in NLS

We designed our first totally modular user interface system as

later described in the OAC 82 13h got it running on
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PDP11 that talked to our TENEX through the network via our

procedure call protocol

We developed our line processor as described by Don An
Q1Q4 incorporated Intels first microprocessor the 4004
in

special box that was inserted in the communication line be
tween dumb display terminal and modem This made use

of our virtual terminal protocols and managed multiwindow

twodimensional screen using offtheshelf dumb display

terminals Our mouse and keyset input devices were plugged

into the line processor which appropriately translated their ac

tions to control cursor position and special communications to

the host printer port on the lineprocessor provided local

printout service special communication protocol allowed the

host to send
printer packets mixed in with displaysupport

packets

We finalized specification for our network virtual terminal

something that has become key part of our architecture The

objective on the one hand was to free the application program
mers from worrying about the special features of different

workstations and on the other hand to enable more flexible

evolution by users of workstations they may adopt to fit partic

ular needs As part of this there was terminalindependent

display manipulation protocol for communication from appli

cation program to terminal and an application independent in

put protocol for communicating from terminal to application

program

We generalized the file structure of our document files to pro
vide for generalized property structures associated with each

addressable object intended to accommodate composite integra

tion of such as graphics digitized speech scancoded images
or any other arbitrary data form

1974

We gave up our highperformance local display system for the

lineprocessor supported remote display systemto make

ourselves live with the same remote services as our NIC clients

and Utility customers On principle we gave up our inte

grated directview graphics and the fast response of our direct

memoryaccess local display generator

We opened our Workshop Utility Service Delivering NLS
service over the ARPANET to DOD customers as pilot applica

tions of office information service We had gone out on bid for
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commercial timesharing services selected Tymshare Inc of

Cupertino Calif their host named OfficeI provided the com
puter service We fielded special trainers and application de

velopment staffs and cultivated special customer representatives

into spirited community

1975

We implemented our new integrated graphics system which

could support remote display and manipulation of illustrative

graphics on Tektronix 4014 storagetube display plugged into

the line processors printer port Figure 20 shows the graphic

station setup used for development in our lab Bob Belleville to

the right in the picture developed this new graphics soft

ware He subsequently went to Xerox and helped them with

the Star hardware and then was the project manager for the

Apple MacIntosh

In 1973 we had generalized our file structure with provision for

attributevalue property structures associated with each hierarchic

node We could then embed arbitrary
data objects in our documents

The first utilization was to reinstate embedded graphics extending our

hierarchical list structure and its pointers to the text objects with for

example an associated pointer on one of the text objects to graphic

substructure for the associated illustration The users concept would

be shown in an associated documentpage image We assumed that

soon we would be using digitized speech strings and executable object

code as part of our composite documents And some day when stor

age would be cheaper we would even be embedding scanned images
An illustration produced as plotterdriver file by any other

graphics system could be picked up and attached to specified location

in an NLS document and could be subsequently viewed and modified

FIGURE 20

Bob Belleville at Tek

graphic workstation


